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ABSTRACT
This paper will focus on the effective use of General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs) in a 256-node
Linux cluster. By using the computational power of the GPGPUs, the user wanted to attack the computational
spikes that otherwise was thought to have required a cluster that would have been twice as large, expensive and
power hungry. The Authors will brief how the current and future return on investment for the JFCOM DHPI
GPGPU-enhanced Cluster joshua is a paradigm exemplar of leveraging technology to accomplish goals for orders
of magnitude less funding and to analyze systems in social environments that cannot be disrupted in live exercises.
By emulating forces that would cost tens of millions of dollars to equip and deploy and by simulating urban areas
that are not open to U.S. DoD exercises, JFCOM can economically, safely and securely test new sensors, systems
and strategies. HPCMP has achieved a preeminent position of professional leadership in the field of GPGPUcomputing, showing the technical merit of the project. The computational merit of the project is clearly
demonstrated in the achievement of the provision of adequate compute products to support several on-going
exercises, one of which will be briefed. The authors carefully studied two sub-routine algorithms, Line of Sight and
Route Finding. Stability of joshua in an operational setting will be explicated to show current progress.
Appropriateness of requested resources in this case were a dead-on match, as joshua has exceeded the goal of
2,000,000 SAF entities by achieving 10,000,000. The authors conclude that the GPGPU approach saved purchase
costs, enabled large city simulations, save energy costs and delivered simulations reliably for the users.
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